ERROR MESSAGE CODES FOR THE VENDOR EDIT TABLE

CODE:  V01  MESSAGE:  ADD/MATCH ERROR
DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: A record already exists in the Vendor Edit Table for
the control key specified. Transactions with a function code of "A" (add)
must not find a matching record.

CODE:  V02  MESSAGE:  CHANGE/NO MATCH ERR
DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: There is no previous entry in the Vendor Edit Table
for the control key specified. Transactions with a function code of "C"
(change) must find a matching record.

CODE:  V03  MESSAGE:  DELETE/NO MATCH ERR
DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: There is no previous entry in the Vendor Edit Table
for the control key specified. Transactions with a function code of "D"
delete) must find a matching record.

CODE:  V04  MESSAGE:  DELETE TRAN HAS DATA
DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: Invalid data was coded on a delete Vendor Edit Table
maintenance transaction. Only the control key and function are allowed in a
delete transaction.

CODE:  V05  MESSAGE:  INVALID FUNCTION
DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid function has been entered in this Vendor
Edit Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are "A", "C", "D", or "P."

CODE:  V06  MESSAGE:  INVALID RECORD NO
DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid record number has been entered in this
Vendor Edit Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are "1 through 5."

CODE:  V07  MESSAGE:  VENDOR NO INVALID
DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid vendor number has been entered in this
Vendor Edit Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are alphanumeric,
but cannot be all zeros or blanks.
CODE: V08  
MESSAGE: VENDOR SFX INVALID  
DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid vendor suffix has been entered in this Vendor Edit Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are 00-99.

CODE: V09  
MESSAGE: VENDOR NAME BLANK  
DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: The vendor name for this Vendor Edit Table maintenance transaction cannot be blank.

CODE: V10  
MESSAGE: VENDOR ADDR-1 BLANK  
DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: The vendor address for this Vendor Edit Table maintenance transaction cannot be blank.

CODE: V12  
MESSAGE: VENDOR CITY BLANK  
DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: Vendor city must not be blank in this Vendor Edit Table maintenance transaction.

CODE: V13  
MESSAGE: VENDOR STATE BLANK  
DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: The vendor state entered in this Vendor Edit Table maintenance transaction cannot contain blanks.

CODE: V14  
MESSAGE: VENDOR ZIP BLANK  
DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: The vendor zip code entered in this Vendor Edit Table maintenance transaction cannot be blank or zero, and may not contain embedded blanks. If the first position of the zip code is an asterisk (*), then the vendor state is not required.

CODE: V15  
MESSAGE: VEN PHON NOT NUMERIC  
DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid vendor phone number has been entered in this Vendor Edit Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are 0-9, or all blanks. Valid values do not include all zeroes or embedded blanks in the last 7 positions.
CODE: V16  MESSAGE: DISTRICT NOT NUMERIC

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid district has been entered in this Vendor Edit Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are 01-99 or blanks.

CODE: V17  MESSAGE: VEN SORT SEQ BLANK

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: The vendor sort sequence in this Vendor Edit Table maintenance transaction cannot be blank. Positions 04 through 10 must have at least one non-blank.

CODE: V18  MESSAGE: DEPT INDICATOR INV

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid department indicator has been entered in this Vendor Edit Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are "Y" or blank.

CODE: V19  MESSAGE: INVALID COUNTY

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid county has been entered in this Vendor Edit Table maintenance transaction. If coded, valid values are alphanumeric and cannot contain any embedded blanks.

CODE: V20  MESSAGE: INVALID COUNTRY

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid country has been entered in this Vendor Edit Table maintenance transaction. If coded, valid values are alphanumeric and cannot contain any embedded blanks.

CODE: V21  MESSAGE: INVALID SS-E.I.N.

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid social security-employer identification number has been entered in this Vendor Edit Table maintenance transaction. If coded, valid values are alphanumeric but cannot be all zeros.

CODE: V22  MESSAGE: VEN TYPE NOT ALLOWED

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid vendor type has been entered in this Vendor Edit Table maintenance transaction. Vendor type is reserved for future use and is not allowed.
CODE: V23       MESSAGE:  MIN BUS NOT ALLOWED

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid minority business indicator has been entered in this Vendor Edit Table maintenance transaction. Minority business indicator is reserved for future use and is not allowed.

CODE: V24       MESSAGE:  SMALL BUS NOT ALL

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid small business indicator has been entered in this Vendor Edit Table maintenance transaction. Small business indicator has been reserved for future use and is not allowed.

CODE: V25       MESSAGE:  STATUS NOT ALLOWED

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid status indicator has been entered in this Vendor Edit Table maintenance transaction. Vendor status has been reserved for future use and is not allowed.

CODE: V66       MESSAGE:  VEND NO/SORT SEQ REQ

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: The vendor number or sort sequence must be entered for this online Vendor Edit Table maintenance transaction.